Dear Colleagues,

The upcoming OMNL Nursing Summit will be held in-person on Wednesday March 22, 2023, at the Augusta Civic Center. Four years have passed since we have gathered to share our innovative, creative, and inspiring ideas for some of the most common dilemmas in healthcare. Although nurses have been pressured, we have also persisted and developed solutions and strategies that should be shared. OMNL would love to fill the auditorium with all of the “gems” that nurses have produced during this time. This is an excellent opportunity to showcase your approach to contemporary issues. Your colleagues across the state are anxious to learn of potentially replicable strategies. Your work may be early in design, pilot phase, or full implementation.

This Summit is focused on efforts across the state that is addressing issues such as workforce development, healthy work environments, and academic: practice and partnerships, team engagement, recruitment and retention, innovative models of care delivery, staffing models, diversity equity and inclusion, leadership development, communication strategies within social media. The Summit Planning Committee extends an invitation to all who are interested in sharing their work. We are very grateful to all those willing to share their work.

Please select one of the following presentations:

- I wish to present at the podium only, 30-minute presentation with 10-minute question/answer.
- I wish to present at the podium, but if not selected will present my work as a poster.
- I wish to present by poster only.

If you have requested to perform a podium presentation, please attach a 500 word or less abstract describing your work. In addition, please attach your CV and presentation objectives.

For all presentations (podium and poster) please provide the following information in your e-mail response to Stephanie Budreau (sbudreau@northernlight.org) by December 31, 2022.

- Your name, email, phone number presentation title

Sincerely OMNL President,

Natalie Trombley